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24 FEB WINTER PROOF
YOUR HAIR
Winter is coming. It’s important to give our hair a little extra love and attention

when the cooler temperatures start taking its toll on our tresses.

Here are our three easy to follow steps with a little help from our favourite

brands to protect your locks from the elements of the season.

Cleanse

Protect and hydrate your hair in the colder months by opting for a shampoo

enriched with Keratin. We love Nak’s Nourishing Shampoo as it intensely

moisturises and increases the hairs natural shine whilst protecting the colour

too! It supports healthy growth and replenishes the dryness from within.

https://www.retailbox.co.za/nak-nourishing-shampoo-375ml.html
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We need an extremely nourishing shampoo that rejuvenates your hair and

awakens its radiant shine. So whenever we have particularly dry and delicate

hair we reach for Kerastase’s Nutritive Bain Magistral. It’s packed with a

cocktail of nutrients that reinforce and restructure hair �bres from within.

Condition

Your hair is on an endless quest for moisture this season so opt for a rich,

rehydrating conditioner to feed and protect it. A great quality conditioner seals

the surface layer and recovers the texture of your locks whilst minimising frizz

and �yaways. Nak’s Hydrating Conditioner is always there to lend a helping

hand for tangle free, silky smooth tresses.

https://www.retailbox.co.za/kerastase-nutritive-bain-magistral-250ml.html
https://www.retailbox.co.za/nak-hydrating-conditioner-375ml.html
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If your hair is �ne and highly sensitive then choose a lightweight conditioner to

strengthen and nourish your hair from root to tip. Kerastase Nutritive Fondant

Magistral breathes new life and adds bulk to individual strands whilst gently

eliminating impurities.

Treat

Your hair can get confused with the changing climates from cold winds to

overheated cars and of�ces. Ensure you use a deep conditioning treatment at

least once a week to help restore dry and damaged hair. Nak Ultimate

Treatment is our hair saviour. It takes only 60 seconds to replenish our locks

until the sun comes out again.

 

https://www.retailbox.co.za/kerastase-nutritive-fondant-magistral-200ml.html
https://www.retailbox.co.za/nak-ultimate-treatment-150ml.html

